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JESSICA
TRUEBLOOD

eLearning: Like it or not, eLearning is here
to stay! eLearning (electronic learning) is
the acquisition of knowledge and skills

through the use of technology and media.
Let’s talk about our recent experiences

with eLearning as well as discuss how to
make the most of future eLearning days.
We will brainstorm tips, tricks, and best
practices for effective remote learning.  

What does the District do? You all
know you’re part of the Indiana

District, but what does that mean? It
means that we are here to support
you in the excellent work you do in

your schools. Licensing, Data
Reporting, Accreditation and more!

AARON NIELSEN
For an administrator, finding time to plan for

and conduct meaningful curriculum
conversations can be a challenge. We want

to move our schools forward and make
collective efforts toward increased student
learning, but it can be challenging to know

where to start and how to identify next
steps. Join us to see how the Curriculum
Conversation Cycle can help you and your
instructional leaders create a plan that is

purposeful, productive, and living.

JULIE DIETRICH

"The parameters for the SGO program are
changing starting July 1! Jon's table will

be focused on how this change in
legislation should change your SGO

efforts and how best to update, improve,
& enhance what you are doing to

maximize your SGO support. In addition
to providing the updated Best Practices

for SGO Fundraising from setting goals to
thanking donors, Jon will answer your

specific SGO-related fundraising
questions."

JON DIZE

Special Education in Lutheran
Schools

Special education in our Lutheran
schools across the state looks

different in every setting. Programs
may be implemented in different

ways due to the diverse enrollment in
each school, budget, and other

resources available. This EdCamp
discussion will be an open-ended

conversation about special
education and support for struggling
students in your setting, strategies
for improving what can be offered,

and suggestions for resources.
Come with your questions and

thoughts on this topic!
 

KARA
BRATTON

SCOTT
SCHUMACHER

National Lutheran School Accreditation
(NLSA) is the most widely accepted tool

used to ensure excellence in our Lutheran
schools. Understanding that much has

changed with NLSA over the years, many
may have questions about these changes

and how they may impact their various
school ministries. The purpose of this
EdCamp session is simply to allow you

the opportunity to connect with our NLSA
Commissioner in a small-group setting

and ask as many NLSA questions as you
would like. Know that our NLSA

Commissioner and district office staff
are committed to walking alongside you
as much as possible to assist you with

this important process.

PAUL MEREDITH 
Teacher Feedback (changed name from Loving on Teachers): Students are not the
only ones on our campus that we should focus on growth, but our teachers as well.

Come be part of a discussion and hear from one Principal's experience how
frequent and regular classroom visits using Google Forms, as well as finding

touchpoints throughout the school year, can help teachers excel at being
everything they need to be for their students.  

 

JOIN IN
on these discussions!



SARAH WEBER 
Standards Based Grading:  Come be part

of a discussion on standards-based
grading and how it is used as a way to

help students, parents, and teachers view
student progress based on proficiency

levels for identified standards rather than
relying on a holistic representation as the

sole measure of achievement.   

A Lutheran student told me, “We are
taught in public school that there is only
one way the Universe was made and that
going against this idea is unscientific.” 
 As most cities do not have a Lutheran
High School, we must prepare students
for this challenge to their faith. Truths of
creation (scientific, logical, and Biblical)

and weaknesses of Evolution need
exposure in primary through middle

school grades with at least a Unit
concentration during Jr. High grades.
Come to this session for discussion,

answers, helpful ideas, and solutions to
this critical issue.

CHRIS GIESCHEN 

Why are Lutherans For Life? What
distinctive voice can we bring to the

classroom and to cultural conversations
about life issues? How is the sanctity of

human life connected directly to the Gospel
of Jesus Christ? What can we do to bring

the joy and hope of God's "Yes!" to the life-
or-death situations our students and their
families will face? Come explore finding
motivation, getting education, and taking

action to change hearts and save lives with
Pastor Michael Salemink!

 

REV. MICHAEL
SALEMINK 

"The parameters for the SGO program are
changing starting July 1! Lynn Stegmann,

the Data Processing Manager at the
Lutheran SGO will focus on the Go. SGO
database, accessing your giving history,
and the application process. Lynn will

review common mistakes that can delay
scholarship distributions. Lynn will also

review how to navigate the Go. SGO
system to submit applications, add/delete
users, find your SGO balances, etc. She will
also answer your specific application and

donation data-related questions."

LYNN
STEGMANN 
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JOIN IN
on these discussions!

What is EdCamp?
Rather than lectures, slide shows and

speeches, Ed Camp facilitators will
guide you in a discussion on these
important topics. Have a story to

share? Have a question?

This is your chance!


